ERIC MILLER

CERTIFICATIONS

U.S. Army Certified Instructor • Master Neuro-Linguistic Programming Practitioner • Emotional Freedom Technique Practitioner • Thought Field Therapy Practitioner • Certified Leadership Coach • Gold Certified Sales Professional

BIOGRAPHY

Eric Miller is an entrepreneur, Amazon best-selling author, certified executive, leadership coach, business consultant, professional speaker, U.S Army aviation veteran and avid cyclist.

Eric Miller thinks of himself as a “serial entrepreneur,” owning businesses and holding financial interest in successful organizations throughout his life. He is an accomplished business leader and enjoys helping to improve the community he lives in, financially, and through volunteerism. He excels at stimulating his client’s thinking, framing issues, guiding discussions, and keep meetings focused and productive. He left the financial services industry to start his own consulting firm in 2011.

Over the years, Eric Miller has spoken throughout the United States and Canada. Eric shares his story of trauma and addiction recovery to inspire leaders into action so they can also stop suffering in emotional labor. Eric’s inspiring delivery of his experiences and ideas will supercharge an audience of any size or type.

Eric Miller is a subject matter expert (SME) in entrepreneurship, leadership development, and sales training. He gives personalized real world seminars, keynote speeches, personalized or prebuilt workshops on leadership development, increasing revenues, and career advancement.

Eric’s premium executive program Recalibrate was developed as a result of 39 years (started when he was 13) of course work and in-the-trenches experience. The Recalibrate Accelerate Performance system offers a thorough approach in creating positive change throughout life. His premium executive results training provides the skills needed to create a leadership style that is sustainable and scalable in the long run.